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- PHP was my first "real" language. 

- WordPress-focused work for various agencies 
and designers in Iceland. 

- Escaped into C# and Ruby for a while. 

- Public sector (UN) and Berlin startups. 

- Now at Automattic.



- Contributed to WP Core and Icelandic 
translations in the past. 

- Was/is on the working group for the trans 
flag emoji proposal to Unicode. 

- Trial project for Automattic was for 
accessibility in the the Gutenberg editor 
— during the peak accessibility drama.



- Gutenberg integration in Jetpack: 

- Converting shortcodes to blocks and 
improving the markup. 

- WP-Calypso ➔ Jetpack SDK ➔ wp-admin



The contents of the talk



Web Accessibility 101



The practice of making websites work for those who: 

- Can't use a web browser in a regular way. 

- Have mobility, vision, hearing or cognitive impairments. 

- Have photo-sensitive epilepsy. 

- Have motor and dexterity impairments. 

- etc…



Some assistive devices 

- Screen magnifiers 

- Screen readers (such as JAWS and VoiceOver) 

- Refreshable braille displays 

- Mouth-operated devices 

- Keyboard navigation
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- We also need to consider: 

- Colour contrast between text and background elements 

- User response times and time sensitive UI 

- Closed captioning and subtitles for video



Here are the numbers



- 1.3 billion people worldwide. 

- 10.3 million with a disability in Germany, 7.5 million "seriously disabled". 

- 1.7 million in Austria (based on a self-assessment poll). 

- 362.308 registered as disabled in Austria in 2013, or ca. 4%. 

- 1 of every 5 residents in Iceland.



- Not supporting users with permanent or 
temporary disability issues is a moral decision, just 
as it is a business decision. 

- And you won't get feedback when users just go to 
the competition instead.



Standards and legal stuff



- Any organisation working in and for the public sector may be 
mandated to fulfil minimum accessibility standards. 

- WCAG 2.0 and 2.1 from W3C and local regulatory variants. 

- Sites and content get a rating from A to AAA (or no rating at all). 

- WAI-ARIA — Accessible Rich Internet Applications 

- Accessibility standards are nothing new, but new technologies and 
development frameworks make things more complex or lead to 
attention shifting away from accessibility.



- Developers, agencies, consultants, editors and website owners may 
have legal liabilities towards clients and end-users. 

- Accessibility as technical debt = ☠ 💸



Pitfalls and missconceptions



- Don't forget to translate frontend components and use the correct 
lang attribute! 

- A site being navigable using a screen reader does not guarantee its 
accessibility in a different context. 

- Getting a good rating in automated tests like Chrome's accessibility 
audit (Lighthouse) is an indicator, not a blanket approval.



- Just following standards does not always ensure a good 
user experience. Test or ask for tests! 

- Delivering an accessible website project does not 
guarantee the site owner is going to keep it that way. 

- Educating end-users and assisting with content editing as 
a part of maintenance contracts can help solve this.



Make accessibility 
a part of your process



Accessibility is not just for those who have a disability, even if we sometimes think it is



- Have accessibility standards and assistive tech as a 
reference in code reviews and manual test plans. 

- Try to prevent accessibility from being considered a 
nuisance or a delay mechanism. 

- Think about accessibility from day one and all the 
way through the lifetime of the project. 

- The sooner you spot accessibility issues, the easier it 
is to fix them! 

- Take user feedback seriously and act on it.



- You are trusted by your peers, coworkers and clients. 

- You were hired because you are a specialist in your field. 

- Your input matters.



Useful Tools and Information



- Lighthouse — Built into Google Chrome Dev Tools as Audits 

- Contrast Checker — accessible-colors.com 

- a11ycast on YouTube 

- Read the WCAG and WAI-ARIA specs 

- https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/ 

- https://www.w3.org/TR/wai-aria/

http://accessible-colors.com
https://www.w3.org/TR/wai-aria/




But Alda — wasn't this a 
technical talk about how to make 

Gutenberg blocks accessible?



Yes.



- Follow the guidelines from the Designer and Developer handbook — 
https://wordpress.org/gutenberg/handbook/designers-developers/ 

- Use as semantic markup as you can! 

- <div> and <span> does not have a semantic meaning by default! 

- Avoid WAI-ARIA unless you really need to redefine semantics! 
(With the exception of aria-labelledby)

https://wordpress.org/gutenberg/handbook/designers-developers/


However…



- Blocks give us an opportunity to re-do markup and other code 
specifically with the Gutenberg editor and compatible themes in mind. 

- It's an opportunity to pay back our technical debt — especially for 
accessibility issues — while keeping legacy sites backwards–
compatible with shortcodes.



// We don't want to render blocks like this 
 
<?php 
function my_render_callback() { 
    echo do_shortcode( '[myshortcode]' ); 
} 
?>



Unique IDs



- Attributes like aria-labelledby and for depend on a unique id 
attrbiute for the referred element. 

- What if we have more than one block of the same type on the same 
page?



<div id="user-info" aria-labelledby="user-info-name"> 
  <ul> 
    <li> 
      <span id="user-info-name-label">Name: </span> 
      <span 
        id="user-info-name" 
        aria-labelledby="user-info-name-label" 
      > 
        Alda Vigdís 
      </span> 
    </li> 
    <li>This person is very boring</li> 
  </ul> 
</div>



- We can fix this by using uniqid() on the PHP side 

- And withInstanceId on the JavaScript/Gutenberg side



https://github.com/Automattic/jetpack/blob/master/modules/
related-posts/jetpack-related-posts.php

https://github.com/Automattic/jetpack/blob/master/modules/related-posts/jetpack-related-posts.php
https://github.com/Automattic/jetpack/blob/master/modules/related-posts/jetpack-related-posts.php


https://github.com/WordPress/gutenberg/tree/master/packages/compose/src/with-instance-id


